Machine Information Form
Machine Type:

Stamping Press

Machine Photo

Industry:

Metal Forming & Fabrication

Manufacturer:

Niagara

Model:

SC2-250

Counting:

Yes

Cycles Input Source:

Spare CAM

Run/IdleInput Source:

N/A

Scrap Input Source:

N/A

Setup Input Source:

OEM Control Stroke Select Switch

Inhibit Connected to:

Machine Top Stop Circuit

Additional Notes:
Installing and SMI 2 on most any part revolution stamping press is usually very straight forward. The best approach is to see if there
is a spare CAM to use for the SMI 2 cycle input. For the Setup Input, most OEM controls have a mode or stroke select switch that
can wired in a way to signal the SMI 2 when the press is in Inch or Setup mode. Inhibiting the press is just a matter of wiring the SMI
2’s inhibit relay in series with the presses top-stop circuit.
-Input Wiring: Locate a spare CAM output. Most press OEM controls have a CAM I/O interface with spare relays. Wire the normally
open contacts of the OEM relay using the SMI 2’s 24 VDC supply voltage (TB2 pin 5) to energize the coil of a 24 VDC user supplied
“isolation” relay. (Note: Choose a relay with the correct voltage rating and preferably one with bifurcated contacts) then connect one
side of the relay’s normally open contacts to TB 2 pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side into the SMI 2’s Cycle input (TB 2 pin 1).
For the Setup Input, locate or add another set of contacts to the inch or setup position of the OEM stroke select switch. Then wire
one side of the switch contacts to TB 2 pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side to TB 2 pin 3 (Setup input)
-Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the machine, wire the SMI 2’s inhibit relay dry contacts (TB 5 pins 4&5) in series with the presses
Top-Stop circuit.
-Programming/Configuration: Program the OEM spare Cam channel to turn on just before the bottom of the stroke and turn off at just
before the top of the stroke (e.g. ON 160 OFF 270 degrees). Configure the SMI 2’s Production Idle Timer to a value equal to 1 and
1/2 times the expected time between press strokes.
The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular machine.
Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the right
signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.
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